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This article addresses the question of the continuity between inflection and derivation as posed by the Old English suffixes -a, -e, -o and -u. On the structural side, the morphological analysis that has been carried out focuses on the overlapping of inflectional and derivational phenomena. On the functional side, affixation is analysed in the constituent projection and inflection in the operator projection of the Layered Structure of the Word (LSW), where the derivational affix constitutes a morphological pivot and the inflectional affix a morphological controller. The conclusion is reached that, whereas the LSW allows for a unified treatment of derivation and inflection in the synchronic axis, it requires further attention in the area of inflection as a Word/Complex Word operator. In this line, this article demonstrates that the insertion of gender, number and case operators in the top layer stresses the morphological character of the LSW, while it is more consistent with the grammatical nature of gender in Old English.
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El continuo flexión-derivación y los sufijos del inglés antiguo -a, -e, -o, -u

Este artículo trata de la continuidad entre flexión y derivación tal y como se presenta en los sufijos del inglés antiguo -a, -e, -o y -u. Desde el punto de vista estructural, el análisis morfológico llevado a cabo se centra en el solapamiento de los fenómenos flexivos y derivativos. Desde una perspectiva funcional, la afijación se analiza en la proyección de los constituyentes y la flexión en la proyección de los operadores de la estructura jerarquizada de la palabra (EJP), donde el afijo derivativo constituye un pivote morfológico y el afijo flexivo un controlador morfológico. La conclusión es que, aunque la estructura jerarquizada de la palabra permite un tratamiento unificado de la derivación y de la flexión en el eje sincrónico, ésta requiere una especial atención en el área de la flexión como operador de palabra/palabra compleja. En esta línea, este artículo demuestra que la inserción de operadores de género, número y caso en la capa superior enfatiza el carácter morfológico de la EJP y es más coherente con la naturaleza gramatical del género en inglés antiguo.
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This study focuses on the limits between the morphological phenomena of inflection and derivation in Old English nouns which contain the suffixal morphemes -a, -e, -o and -u. To isolate the object of study and describe it clearly, it is necessary, in the first place, to identify the area of derivation that is in contact with inflection in Old English and, secondly, to define the derivational phenomena under scrutiny in a principled way. In this line, the periphery of derivational morphology is undoubtedly zero-derivational, given that this morphological process involves derivation without explicit derivational morphemes. At the same time, zero-derivational constitutes the borderline of derivation with inflection because the zero-morpheme is not incompatible with the presence of an inflectional morpheme. For these reasons, zero-derivational has been a controversial question in the area of word-formation, as Beard and Volpe (2005: 190) remark. There are probably two reasons for this controversy: the existence of functions carried out by no explicit form (as, for instance, in cook noun from cook verb) and the apparent overlapping of zero-derivational and conversion in Present-Day English (as in the previous example, as well as in book noun vs. book verb, etc.). Bauer provides the following definition for conversion: “conversion is the presumed derivational process which takes place when a word which normally occurs in one word-class takes on the characteristics of a different word-class without any change of form” (2004: 36). Regarding zero-derivational, Bauer (2004: 115) refers the reader to conversion and illustrates the phenomenon of zero-morph or zero-morpheme by means of the genitive plural of a feminine noun in Russian, which, unlike any other form in the paradigm, has the form of a bare stem. Bauer goes on to say:

Zero morphs ... are always controversial, and a proliferation of zeroes is usually a sign of a poor analysis. In any case, a distinction should be drawn between a zero morph and the lack of any morph because a particular category or property is unmarked [emphasis in the original]. (2004: 115)

Since Bauer (2004) does not propose an overall solution for this problem I draw on Martín Arista (forthcoming d, e), who holds that zero derivation takes place when the derivative belongs in an inflectional paradigm. If this is not the case and the derivative is a member of an invariable class such as the adposition and the conjunction, the morphological process in point is conversion. As illustration, consider the following instances of conversion into adverb, adposition and conjunction in Old English, respectively:

1. abucatan (adverb) > abucatan (adposition) ‘on, about’, east (adjective) >
east (adverb) ‘eastwards’ and forðæm (adverb) > forðæm (conjunction) ‘therefore’. When the derivative belongs in an inflectional paradigm, a further distinction must be established between the absence of any morpheme and the absence of any derivational morpheme while an inflectional morpheme is present. For example, fer, which is a bare stem, represents an instance of zero-derivation proper whereas bryce, with a final -e morpheme, is a case of overlapping of inflection and derivation, given that the morpheme performs an inflective and a derivational function simultaneously. Neither fer nor bryce contain any purely derivational morpheme: fer ‘calamity, sudden danger’ < faran ‘set forth’; happen, exist, act’ and bryce ‘breach’ < brecan ‘break’. Leaving aside zero-derivatives proper such as fer and given nouns like de:ma ‘judge, ruler’ < deman ‘judge’ wk.1, wita ‘sage, philosopher’ < witan ‘know, understand’ str. 1 and stapa ‘grasshopper’ < steppan ‘step’ str. 6, Pilch (1970) considers them derivational whereas Kastovsky (1968) regards the words displaying the same affixes as the product of inflection. Kastovsky (1968) gives two arguments for considering inflective a morpheme such as -a in de:ma ‘judge’. Firstly, nouns like sarga ‘trumpet, clarion’, nama ‘name’ or forca ‘fork’ show the inflective ending -a and they are clearly non-derived nouns; secondly, Kastovsky (1968) notices that, whereas derivative suffixes appear throughout the inflectional paradigm (like the suffix -ere in becere ‘baker’: nominative, accusative singular becere, nominative, accusative plural becerae), the suffix -a does not. As I see it, however, -a clearly affects the meaning of the base as in ridda ‘rider’ from riddan ‘ride’ or drinca ‘cup bearer’ from drinca ‘drink’, and the analysis of the words ending in -a allows one to consider it a generalised and recurrent phenomenon. I discuss the question in more detail in the remainder of this section.

The ending -a has been treated as an inflective suffix marking the nominative singular of masculine nouns. However, along with words in which this ending is exclusively inflectional, such as those in (1a), there are others in which, along with the inflectional function, -a establishes a morphological relation with another word, the base of derivation. This can be seen in (1b):

1. adela ‘mud’
    tosca ‘frog’
    asce ‘ash’
2. andetta ‘one who confesses’ < andettan ‘confess’
    fulwa ‘fuller’ < fulwian ‘baptize’
    byrele ‘cup-bearer’ < byrelian ‘give to drink’

There are 298 nouns ending in -a in Old English. Of these, 170 are of the type represented by (1a), that is, nouns in which -a is an inflectional morpheme; the other 128 are of the type represented by (1b), that is, they contain the inflectional as well as derivational morpheme -a. For each of these, there is at least one morphologically

---

3 Long vowels are represented with a colon. The following abbreviations have been used throughout this article: Adj (Adjective), ARG (Argument), f. (feminine), LSW (Layered Structure of the Word), m. (masculine), masc. (masculine), mf. (masculine and feminine), N (Noun), n. (neuter), nom. (nominative), NUC (Nucleus), sing. (singular), str. (strong), V (Verb), wk. (weak).
related word. If these words are not analysed as derivatives, the fact is neglected that they are morphologically related to other more basic words, as is the case with the nouns in (1b), which hold a morphological relation with the verbs given. The analysis on inflectional grounds is based on the form of the paradigm of the Old English weak noun given in figure 1. Historically, the ending -a is a remnant of the old form -ena (Hogg 1992). In classical Old English, it corresponds to the nominative singular masculine of the weak declension of the noun:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>guma</td>
<td>guman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>guman</td>
<td>guman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>guman</td>
<td>gumena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>guman</td>
<td>gumum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Masculine paradigm of n-stems (based on Campbell 1987)

Taking the opposite line, Martín Arista (2006b) has given three reasons why -a is a derivational suffix in Old English. Firstly, although -a can simply express gender contrast, as in (2a), it often expresses meaning contrast, such as between agent and patient, as in (2b):

(2)

a. myrêna (m) ‘homicide, murderer’ ~ myrêre (f) ‘homicide, murderer’
   têcna (m) ‘sharer in, receiver’ ~ têcne (f) ‘sharer in, receiver’

b. cuma (mf) ‘stranger’ ~ cyme (m) ‘coming’
   ierfa (m) ‘heir’ ~ ierfe (n) ‘heritage’
   gilda (m) ‘member of a brotherhood’ ~ gilde (n) ‘membership of guild’
   secga (m) ‘sayer, informant’ ~ sege (f) ‘speech’
   steora (m) ‘steersman’ ~ steore (f) ‘direction’

Secondly, a- causes meaning change between verbs and nouns like those in (3):

(3)

runan ‘whisper, murmur’ ~ runa ‘counsellor, confidant’
fulwian ‘baptize’ ~ fulwa ‘fuller’
dægian ‘dawn’ ~ dæge ‘(female) bread maker’
hyrdan ‘make hard’ ~ hierde ‘keeper’

And, thirdly, the presence of final -a brings about meaning contrasts with nouns containing agentive suffixes, as is shown by (4):

(4)

drincna ‘cup-bearer’ ~ drincere ‘drinker, drunkard’
witega ‘wise man, lawyer, prophet, soothsayer’ ~ witegestre ‘prophetess’
winna ‘enemy, adversary’ ~ winnend ‘fighter’
steora ‘steersman, pilot’ ~ steorend ‘corrector, director’ ~ steoreere ‘steersman’
The same analysis is applicable to -e, -o and -u:

(5)
- hierdan 'protect' > hierde 'keeper'
- fullian 'fill up' > fyllo 'fillness'
- giefan 'give' > giefu 'gift'

To these arguments, one more can be added regarding the contrast between the presence and the absence of the morphemes under scrutiny. Beginning with ø/-a, 95 instances have been found in which the presence of the suffix triggers meaning change, as in (6a). The case with ø/-e and ø/-u is similar: there are 25 instances of the former and 4 of the latter. Examples (6b) and (6c), respectively, illustrate the phenomena in question:

(6)

a. andsæc 'denial, refusal/andsaca 'adversary', forebod 'prophecy, preaching'/foreboda 'messenger, crier', selfdom 'independence/selfdæna 'monk living subject only to his own rules', wordloc 'art of logic'/wordloca 'speech', muci 'mouth/muicu 'mouth of a river, estuary', lid 'ship/lida 'sailor'

b. æwe 1 'law, ceremony/æwe 1 'married woman'; blæc 2 'ink/blæce 'black matter'; cyning 'king/cyninge 'queen'; nett 'net/nette 'the net-like caul'; smið 'smith/smiðe 'smithy, forge'

c. framfær 'departure/framfru 'excess'; getog 'tuggin, contraction'/getogu 'traces (of a horse)'; goldsmið 'goldsmith/goldsmiðu 'goldsmith's art'; weg 'way/wegu 'vehicle'; wægfar 'sea-voyage'/wægfaru 'track in the sea'

The evidence is not definitive, however. In the first place, no instance of a semantic contrast ø/-o has been found. Rather, the analysis encounters pairs like misbyrd/misbyrdo 'abortion' and welfill/welfyllo 'fill of slaughter'. And, more importantly, along with the instances of meaning contrast, other pairs show up that do not display any meaning contrast in spite of the attachment of one affix of the series -a, -e, -u, such as sceat/sceata 'corner, angle', glede/gledede 'glowing coal' and rod/rodru 'track, trace'. At this point, two remarks are in order so as to assess the data here presented accurately. The first is that, although evidence supporting the contrastive nature of the morphemes under analysis have been furnished for -a, -e and -u, no instances of morphological contrast have been found of the type ø/-o (which might be the result of the low type frequency of -o with respect to -a, -e, and -u). The second remark concerns two well-attested changes that Old English is undergoing while the morphemes in question are still operational: the replacement of grammatical gender with a gender system in which considerations of animacy and sex play a more central role (Curzan 2003); and the decline of inflections (Allen 2005), which has a derivational counterpart consisting in a certain degree of interchangeability of the affixes (Horgan 1980; Hiltunen 1983). It has to be borne in mind, however, that such

---

4 See Martín Arista and Martín de la Rosa (2006) on the typological characteristics of Old English.
interchangeability is displayed more frequently by the Germanic prefixes no longer productive in English, such as *a-* and *be-*, than by the suffixes, many of which are still productive.\(^5\) In this context, the morphemes discussed in this article disappeared along with the full inflection of nouns. This does not mean, however, that they did not express morphological contrast when they were in use. These morphemes established morphological relatedness between a more basic and a less basic lexical item. The evidence provided demonstrates that the morphological relation holding between the more basic and the less basic lexical item was not only inflectional, but also derivational. Indeed, a significant number of cases display the sort of meaning change between the more basic and the less basic item associated with derivational morphology. It remains true, on the other hand, that, whereas the derivational relationship is often present, the inflectional relationship is a constant. For these reasons, in the following sections I take the line that the endings *-a, -e, -o* and *-u* constitute inflectional means that serve the additional function of expressing derivation. Consequently, they turn out derivation by inflectional means and represent continuity between inflection and derivation in the Old English noun.

2. Derivation by inflectional means in Old English

To speak of continuity between inflection and derivation is tantamount to accepting the existence of derivation by inflectional means in the synchronic dimension, and inflection by derivational means on the diachronic axis, which, ultimately belongs in the Sapirean tradition, which holds that all grammars leak. Instead of an analysis based on discrete categories, such as those I have surveyed in the previous section, I opt for one that benefits from this concept of continuity, as in the functional and cognitive schools of linguistics, according to which there is continuity rather than discrete opposition between linguistic categories. In this respect, it is necessary to point out that until quite recently the continuity between the morphological phenomena of inflection and derivation has not been accepted. On the contrary, it is a central notion of structuralism – as represented, for instance, by Kastovsky (1968) and Marchand (1969) – that there is a strict separation between inflection and derivation.\(^6\) This means that if a morpheme is inflectional, it cannot be derivational at the same time, and vice versa. Taking the opposite view, and despite the criteria for distinguishing inflection and derivation proposed by authors such as Stump (1998; Stump 2005), other authors, such as Bybee (1985), Shopen (1985) and Dressler (1989), among others, claim that there is continuity between inflection and derivation and, in a more radical stance, Beard (1995) and Beard and Volpe (2005) have put forward 44 universal grammatical functions that can be used for both for grammatical derivations (inflection) and lexical derivations (derivation). To put it in Shopen’s words:

---

\(^5\) See de la Cruz (1975) on the Old English pure prefixes. See also Martín Arista (2006a) on the prefixes *a-* and *ge-*.  
\(^6\) Kastovsky (1992) admits the continuity between affixation and compounding by distinguishing the class of affixoids. See also Kastovsky (2005) on the Marchandean school.
It is now quite traditional to distinguish in grammatical description between inflectional and derivational [emphasis as in the original, EGT] morphology. Though this distinction is quite an intuitive one, it is difficult to provide it with a firm definitional foundation. Derivation cannot be separated from inflection in terms of their formal realization, since none of the grammatical processes of prefixation, vowel change, etc. which appear in grammar are confined to one or the other domain. Similarly, the distinction cannot be made directly in terms of the grammatical categories involved, for a category which is inflectional in one language ... may be derivational in another (1985: 162).

Recent studies on the continuity between inflection and derivation include, for example, Manova (2005), who discusses the traditional criteria for distinguishing inflection and derivation and draws the conclusion that in some languages some categories allow for two types of forms, derivational and inflectional, which reaffirms the notion of continuity between these morphological phenomena. Turning to Old English, the nominal -a, -e, -o and -u represent continuity between inflection and derivation in that they constitute inflectional means with the additional function of expressing derivation. In the remainder of this article a morphological description and an explanation for these morphemes is offered. Given that the inflectional component is always present, I focus on their derivational function.

3. Morphological description

To begin this section, I re-open the question of morphological relatedness by discussing whether affix contrast implies meaning change or not. Throughout the discussion that follows it must be borne in mind that it would be out of place to speak of continuity if all the instances of the phenomenon under scrutiny fell into either inflection or derivation. On the other hand, a rigorous morphological description cannot leave aside the relevant morphological process. In order to determine whether the terminal morphological process is inflective or derivational, each affix of the series -a, -e, -o, -u is compared with the other affixes that are attached to the same base, as well as to the absence of affix. Beginning with the contrast -a/-e, along with pairs such as accumbal/accumbe 'oakum', in which the ending expresses gender inflection, instances of derivational contrast turn up such as æ:metta 'leisure'/æ:mette 'ant', bīta 'bit'/bīte 'bite'; feċa 'foot-man'/feċe 'power of locomotion', feorhgcma 'jaw'/feorhgcme 'means of subsistence', firenhiega 'adulterer'/firenhieqge 'adulteress', fyrdwisu 'chieftain'/fyrdwisu 'military style', gedrinca 'cup-bearer'/gedrice 'drink', gefædera 'male sponsor'/gefædere 'female sponsor', gemæna 'community'/gemæñe 2 'fellowship', georangra 'disciple'/georangre 'female attendant', gripa 'handful'/gripe 'grip', hlafrforswica 'traitor'/hlafrforswicæ 'high treason', hu:sbonda 'householder'/hu:sbonde 'mistress of a house', ierfa 'heir'/ierfe 'heritage', landricæ 'landed proprietor'/landrice 'territory', maga 'son'/mage 'female relative', rica 'influential man'/rice '2 rule', scega 'sayer'/secegæ 'speech', selfæ:ta 'cannibal'/selfæ:te 'a plant', spura 'spur'/spure 'heal', sticca 'stick'/sticce 1 'sticky matter', teppa 'tap'/teppe 'strip of stuff or cloth', wiðercwida 'contradicter'/wiðercwicæ 'contradiction', wicca 1 'wizard'/wicce 'witch', wiða 'countenance'/witæ 'brightness', woruldrice 'great man'/woruldrice 1 'earthly kingdom', wuduwe 'widower'/wuduwe 'widow' and wurme 'purple-fish'/wurme 'a plant used for
The same is applicable to the morphological contrast -a/-u, which is of gender only in pairs such as 
banco/banco 'baneful disease' but fully derivative in 
elmesgifa 'giver of alms'; elmesgifu 'alms'; beaggifa 'ring-giver'; beaggifu 'ring-giving'; caddgiefa 'giver of prosperity'; caddgiefu 'gift of prosperity'; feorhgiefa 'giver of life'; feorhgiefu 'gift of life'; freotgifa 'liberator'; freotgifu 'emancipator'; (ge)recöra 'rower'; (ge)recöru 'oars', (ge)sacu 'opponent'; (ge)sacu 'conflict', giefa 'donor'; giefu 'gift'; lata 'slow person'; latu 'delay', macčumgyfa 'giver of treasure'; macčumgifu 'gift of treasure'; macswara 'perjurer'; macswaru 'perjury'; nydnima 'one who takes by force'; nydnimu 'rapine', scea 'injurious person'; sceau 'injury'; sicngiefa 'giver of treasure'; sincgifu 'gift of treasure' and u:tlaga 'outlaw'; u:tlagu 'outlawry'. The contrast -a/-o, on the other hand, is mainly inflectional: maga 1/mago 'son'; scipteara/sciptearo 'ship-tar' and wuldormaga/wuldormago 'heir of heaven' present inflectional contrast, whereas gehlytta 'partner'; gehlytto 'fellowship' only shows derivational contrast. The contrast -e/-o is rare. As a matter of fact, it is restricted to two pairs, one related by inflection (biblio/ce/biblio/eoco 'library') and the other by derivation (blæce 'leprosy'/blæco 'pallor').

The contrast -e/-u, although infrequent, is inflectional only, holding in the following pairs: ðe:ostre 1/ðe:ostru 'darkness', getimbre/getimbru 'building', hæ:te/hæ:tu 'heat', heofonware/heofonwaru 'inhabitants of heaven', nihtwacu/nihtwæcce 'night-watch', ungeti:me/ungeti:mu 'evil time', ðre:dracu 'force'.

Once the question of morphological relatedness has been set, I describe each suffix morphologically by considering the properties of bases and the properties of affixes (Giegerich 1999; Hay 2002, 2003; Hay and Plag 2004) as well as morphological recursivity.

Derivation by means of the suffix -a is gradual, except in gefædera 'male sponsor' (fæder 'father') and (ge)truma 'legion' (trum 'firm'), which constitute instances of parasynthesis. -A derivatives have mainly verbal bases, but they can also have nominal or adjectival bases, which is illustrated, respectively by (7a), (7b) and (7c):

(7) 

a. geedcucoda 'man restored to life' (/ge]edcwician 'revive'), u:dwita 'scholar' ([a]dwitian 'study philosophy')

b. gefædera 'male sponsor' (fæder 'father'), beswica 'deceiver' (beswic 'deceit')

c. a:dliga 'sick person' (a:dlig 'sick'), cræftiga 'craftsman' (cræftig 'skilful')

More than one base is available for derivation in a significant number of instances (49 out of a total figure of 124 different bases). The combinations of more than one available base of derivation include N/V, Adj/N, Adj/V, N/V/V, N/N/V, Adj/N/V, Adj/N/V/V and Adj/N/N/V/V. Instances in point are the following:

(8) 

a. ge:eahta 'adviser' < ge:eaht 'counsel' (N)/(ge)edewian 'ponder' (V)

b. hre:ofla 'leprous' < hre:ofl 2 'leprous' (Adj)/hre:ofli 'leprous' (N)

c. cu:va 'relative' < (ge)cu: 'known' (Adj)/(ge)cu:ian 'become known' (V)

d. boda 'messenger' < (ge)bod 'message' (N)/(ge)bodian 'tell' (V)/(ge)bodan 'command' (V)

e. gedrinca 'cup-bearer' < (ge)drinc 'drink' (N)/gedrince 'drink' (N)/(ge)drincian 'drink' (V)
f. onweald ‘ruler’ < onweald 2 ‘mighty’ (Adj)/onweald 1 ‘authority’ (N)/geonwealdian 
   ‘have power over’ (V)
g. ðearf 1 ‘poor man’ < ðearf 2 ‘needful’ (Adj)/ðearf 1 ‘need’ (N)/geðearfan ‘impose 
   necessity’ (V)/geðearfan ‘be in want’ (V)
h. swíce ‘deceiver’ < swíce 2 ‘deceitful’ (Adj)/swíce 1 ‘offence’ (N)/swíc ‘deceit’ (N)/swícian 
   ‘deceive’ (V)/ge(swícian ‘deceive’ (V)

The bases of -a derivatives do not undergo mutation, with the exception of 
(ge)beran ‘bear’ ~ boren (bore ‘ruler’), eald ‘old’ ~ ieland (ieldesta ‘chief’), edcwician 
‘revive’ ~ educode (educoda ‘man restored to life’), neah 1 ‘near’ ~ niæst (nictsta 
‘closest friend’), sceotan ‘shoot’ ~ scuton (scytta ‘shooter’), (ge)sellan ‘sell’ ~ salde (sala 
‘sale’), slecan ‘strike’ ~ slægen (slaga ‘slayer’) and wigan ‘fight’ ~ wigan (wig ‘fighter’). 
Regarding the derivational status of bases, -a derivatives come from basic words as a 
general rule, although 21 instances have been found of affixal bases and 10 of 
compound bases, given, respectively in (9a) and (9b):

(9)

   cæstig ‘skilful’, forwæSCAN ‘plot against’, forwyht ‘misdeed’, (ge)andettan 
   ‘confess’, (ge)edcwician ‘revive’ (ge)fulhian ‘baptize’, (ge)hælgian ‘hallow’, (ge)wætegian 
   wi:terrian ‘renounce’
b. a:g ‘trouble’ (a:glæc ‘trouble’), a:n 1 ‘alone’ (axset ‘hermitage’, anwold ‘monarchy’), 
   full 1 ‘full’ (fultum ‘help’), (ge)hald ‘whole’ (hæwende ‘healthy’), hand 1 ‘hand’ 
   (hænda:ð ‘handwork’), lecas 2 ‘lie’ (leasbred 2 ‘cheating’), nicc 1 (ny:dniman), wæl 1 
   ‘slaughter’ (wæblith ‘slaughter’), yfel 1 ‘bad’ (yfeldæd ‘evil-doing’)

-A derivatives feed derivational processes of affixation and, above all, compounding. 
Thus, these suffixal forms enter further affixal derivations to turn out/produce the 
recursive derivatives a:ga ‘proprietor’ (umaga ‘one who owns something’), 
compa ‘warrior’ (incampa ‘soldier of the same company’), steora ‘steersman’ (forestecora ‘look-
out man’), (ge)wita ‘sage’ (unwita ‘witless person’). For the derivatives that constitute 
input to compounding, see the Appendix.

The derivation by means of the suffix -e is gradual, except in gedyre ‘door-post’ (dor 
‘door’), gefiflæ ‘field’ (feld ‘plain’), gefylle ‘band of men’ (folc ‘folk’), gefylle ‘membership 
of a guild’ (gield ‘service’), gemede 1 ‘consent’ (med 1 ‘reward’), gemyð:æ ‘confluence’ 
(myc:ð ‘mouth’), gety:ne ‘entrance’ (tun ‘enclosure’), ge:edcæ ‘speech’ (ðeod 1 ‘people’), 
geðinge ‘meeting’ (þing ‘thing’), gewæcde ‘fury’ (wæc ‘raging’), gewidere ‘weather’ (weder 
1 ‘weather’), gewyrce ‘work’ (weorc ‘work’) and gewyrde 1 ‘speech’ (word 1 ‘word’). No 
instances of multiple bases have been found. -E derivatives are mainly deverbal, but 
they can also have nominal or adjectival bases, as can be seen, respectively in (10a), 
(10b) and (10c):
The bases of -e derivatives undergo mutation in 63 out of 151 cases, as in "drag-nett" ("[ge]dragan 'drag') and "getyme 'entrance'" ("tu:n 'enclosure'). One half of the derivatives (75 out of 151) show inflected bases, the inflectional categories involved being the imperative ("seohhe 'sieve' < se:on 1 'strain'), preterite singular ("bearce 'barking' < beorcan 'bark'), preterite plural ("byge 'curve' < (ge)bu:gan 1 'bow'), the past participle ("ceuide 'speech' < (ge)ceweedan 'say') and the superlative ("ielde men' < eald 'old'). As for the derivational status of bases, -e derivatives usually have derived bases, that is, affixal bases since no compound bases have appeared. Exceptions to this general tendency include the following underived bases (the token number follows between brackets if it is higher than 1):

- Derivation by means of the suffix -o is gradual, since no instances of parasynthesis have been identified. -O derivatives have mainly adjectival bases, such as "beald 'boldness' (beald 'bold'), ieldo 'age' (eald 'old'), gehlytto 'fellowship' (gehlot 'selection by lot') being the only denominal instance and mago 'son' (magan 'be able') the only deverbal one. Gehlot 'selection by lot' (gehlytto 'fellowship'), gesund 'safe' ("[ge]synto 'health'), ge÷ungen 1 'thrive' ("[ge]yngo 'progress'), unbeald 'timid' (unbieldo 'timidity') are the derivatives which present mutated bases. Gre:at 'great' ~ gry:trra (gry:to 'gratness') constitutes the only instance in which the base is inflected, the category involved being the superlative. Considering the derivational status of bases, the figure of underived bases is similar to that of affixed bases: 9 and 8 bases respectively. Only one instance of compound base has appeared, namely "wæstmbære 'fruitfulness', from the compound adjective westmæ:re 'fruitful'. Focusing on recursivity, -o derivatives partake in the feeding of both compounding and affixational processes, as is shown by (12a) and (12b) respectively:

(11) 

-E derivatives feed derivational processes of both affixation and compounding. In quantitative terms, these suffixal forms enter further affixal derivations (129 instances) as well as compounding processes (278 instances). See the Appendix for details.
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(12) a. *fyllo* ‘fullness’ (wæfyllo ‘fill of slaughter’, wistfyllo ‘fill of food’), *hyldo* ‘favour’ (hlæfhyldo ‘loyalty’), *ieldo* ‘age’ (langiældo ‘advanced age’), *mago* ‘son’ (magoægn ‘warrior’, wældormago ‘heir of heaven’)
b. *hyldo* ‘boldness’ (unhyldo ‘timidity’), *gehlyttu* ‘fellowship’ (togegehlyttu ‘fellowship’), miægehlyttu ‘fellowship’), *hyldo* ‘favour’ (unhyldo ‘disfavour’)

Turning to -u, the derivation by means of this suffix is mainly gradual. Exceptions to this tendency include *gebæcu* ‘to this tendency include *gebæcu* ‘back parts’ (beæc 1 ‘back’), *gebroðru* ‘brethren’ ([ge]broðor ‘brother’), *godeftu* ‘gentleness’ (daefie ‘gentle’), *(ge)reðru* ‘oars’ (reðer 1 ‘rower’), *gewæcopu* ‘hills’ (sweor 1 ‘pillar’) and *gewæcpnu* ‘arms’ (weæpen ‘weapon’), all of which count as instances of parasynthesis. Derivatives in -u are mainly deverbal (27 derivatives) and deadjectival bases (31 derivatives), while 7 nominal bases have been identified. Examples of deverbal, deadjectival and nominal derivatives are given in (13a), (13b) and (13c), respectively:

(13) a. *giefu* ‘gift’ (giefan ‘give’), *sceaðu* ‘injury’ (sceaðan ‘injure’)
b. *bierhtu* ‘brightness’ (beorht ‘bright’), *strengu* ‘strength’ (strang ‘strong’)
c. *gebroðru* ‘brethren’ ([ge]broðor ‘brother’), *gewæcpnu* ‘arms’ (weæpen ‘weapon’)

As regards the form of bases, 16 bases of -u derivatives have undergone mutation, including *bierhtu* ‘brightness’ (beorht 1 ‘bright’), *brædu* ‘width’ (bræd 1 ‘wide’), *swælu* ‘killing’ ([ge]swelan ‘kill’), *daru* ‘injury’ (durran ‘dare’), *gebygu* ‘a bend’ ([ge]bygan 1 ‘bow’), *haætu* ‘heat’ (haæt 1 ‘hot’), *lengu* ‘length’ (lang 1 ‘long’), *latu* ‘delay’ (lat 1 ‘late’), *menigu* ‘company’ (manig ‘many’), *myrðu* ‘mischief’ (morðor ‘murder’), *neædu* ‘nakedness’ (genacod 1 ‘naked’), *(ge)reðru* ‘oars’ (reðer 1 ‘rower’), *(ge)mytru* ‘wisdom’ (snotor ‘clever’), *(ge)stalu* ‘stealing’ ([ge]stelan ‘steal’), *strengu* ‘strength’ (strang ‘strong’) and *turu* ‘tear’ (teran ‘tear’). Besides, 16 bases have been inflected during the derivational process: *a:smogan* ‘investigate’ ~ a:smognu (a:smogu ‘slough’), *biddan* ‘ask’ ~ *beden* (bedu ‘asking’), *(ge)bygan* 1 ‘bow’ ~ *bugon* (gebygu ‘a bend’), *cle:ofan* ‘cleave’ ~ *clufon* (clufu ‘cove’), *(ge)ce:owan* ‘chew’ ~ cuwun (cwudu ‘cud’), *cwe:lan* ‘kill’ ~ *cwæl* (cwælu ‘killing’), *durran* ‘dare’ ~ *dorren* (dur ‘injury’), *forgiefan* ‘forgive’ ~ *forgen* (forgifu ‘gratitude’), *ne:otan* ‘use’ ~ *noten* (nåtu ‘enjoyment’), *re:odon* ‘reden’ ~ *ridun* (rudu ‘red colour’), *(ge)scieran* ‘cleave’ ~ *scoren* (scor ‘a score’), *(ge)stelan* ‘steal’ ~ *stæl* (stalu ‘stealing’), *(ge)swi:can* ‘wander’ ~ *swicen* (geswicu ‘cessation’), *teran* ‘tear’ ~ *tær* (tæru ‘tear’), *(ge)te:con* 1 ‘pull’ ~ *togen* (gætou ‘traces’) and *wrecan* ‘drive’ ~ *wrec* (wracu ‘revenge’). The inflectional categories involved are the present singular, the past participle, the preterite singular and the preterite plural. With regard to the nature of bases, -u derivatives come from basic as well as affixal nouns, although *ny:dni:mu* ‘rape’ and *goldsmi:nu* ‘goldsmith’s art’ are instances of compound bases. The inventory of underived bases and affixal bases is displayed in (14a) and (14b), respectively:


As far as recursivity is concerned, -u derivatives feed mainly compounding processes, although (ge)snyttru ‘wisdom’ (unsnyttru ‘folly’) and hæclu ‘health’ (unhæclu ‘sickness’) constitute instances of the input of -u derivatives to further affixation processes. The full list of -u derivatives that take part in compounding can be seen in the Appendix.

4. Explanation

After the morphological description, in this section I offer an explanation for the inflection-derivation continuum as reflected by the Old English suffixes -a, -e, -o, -u, in terms of the Layered Structure of the Word (Martín Arista 2008, 2009, forthcoming c, d). The Layered Structure of the Word (hereafter LSW) is a model of word syntax and, as such, distinguishes categories and functions at word level and gives pride of place to the projection and percolation of morphological features. The key notion of this morphological model is the syntactic analysis of the clausal correlate, for which the clausal architecture of Role and Reference Grammar (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997; Van Valin 2005) is used. As in this structural-functional theory of language, the projection of linguistic units contains arguments (including argument-adjuncts) and operators.

The semantic domains of the LSW are arranged in a layered structure in such a way that outer layers include the inner ones. Each layer has its own operators and scope over outer layers implies scope over the inner layers. Bottom-up, the layers of the Simplex Word are the Nucleus, the Core and the Word. The Complex Word displays an additional outmost layer. In structural terms, the node Word directly dominates the node Core and the node Core, in turn, directly dominates the node Nucleus. In functional terms, syntactically motivated derivation is represented in the constituent projection by means of the insertion of lexical arguments that perform the functions of Argument, Argument-Adjunct and Periphery. Derivation without syntactic correlate and inflection are represented in the operator projection by means of, respectively, lexical and grammatical operators.
The lexical arguments in figure 2 follow from the analysis of the clausal correlate *someone finds brass*, in such a way that the First Argument is assigned to the role Effector and the Second Argument to the role Goal. The First Argument selects the

![Diagram](image-url)
suffixed predicate *er-* while the Second Argument is realized by the full predicate *a:r*. In the operator projection an important difference has been introduced with respect to the analysis carried out by Martín Arista (2008). Inflection is a Word/Complex Word operator, for two reasons: first, the insertion of gender, number and case operators in the top layer reinforce the morphological dimension of the proposal, whereas the insertion of these operators in the lower layers does not draw a clear distinction with the representation of the Noun Phrase; and, second, because grammatical gender is an inflectional phenomenon rather than a semantic property of the Old English word, which is consistent with the insertion of the gender operator at Word/Complex Word level and, moreover, in the same layer as case and number operators. Notice that the construction is exocentric: the morphological feature of category percolates from the Argument to the Nucleus. In figure 3, the analysis is motivated by the clausal correlate *someone delivers a message*, which displays an Effector First Argument realized by the suffixed predicate *-a* and a Goal Second Argument realized by the full predicate *æ:rend*.

The most significant question posed by figure 3 is the double role performed by the suffix *-a*: it functions as a lexical argument in the argument projection and as a grammatical operator in the operator projection. In the former role, *-a* satisfies the syntactic requirement of inserting an argument into the First Argument slot of a transitive verb; in the latter role, *-a* fulfils the morphological requisite of providing the predicate with the paradigmatic form required by the morphological context, which requires nominative case and singular number. As the element around which the complexity of the construction revolves, *-a* is a morphological pivot. As the element responsible for guaranteeing the coreference of the predicate, *-a* is a morphological controller.

5. Concluding remarks

In the preceding sections I have addressed the question of the continuity between inflection and derivation as presented by the Old English suffixes *-a, -e, -o, -u*. Although the existence of continuity between the morphological processes of inflective and derivational nature is not a new topic of discussion, the analysis I have carried out parts company with previous approaches in considering the structural as well as the functional dimensions of the problem. I have not restricted the analysis to acknowledging the overlapping of inflectional and derivational phenomena. Rather, I have distinguished the syntactic from the morphological sides by analysing derivation in the constituent projection and inflection in the operator projection. Moreover, I have drawn a distinction between the syntactic function carried out by the lexical argument and the morphological function served by the lexical operator. I have also analysed the derivational affix as a morphological pivot and the inflectional affix as a morphological controller. For this analysis I have benefited from the LSW, which has shown other advantages. The LSW allows for a unified treatment of derivation and inflection in the synchronic axis, as well as a unified treatment of synchronic and diachronic aspects. Indeed, the double projection of the LSW combines derivational
and inflectional derivation, while the monostratal representation that displays all the relevant elements and features in a single step avoids the need for empty elements, such as the historical formative -en- which is no longer present in the suffix -a. On the other
hand, I have pointed out that there is an area in which the LSW requires further attention, namely inflection as a Word/Complex Word operator. It has been shown that the insertion of gender, number and case operators in the top layer stresses the morphological character of the LSW, while it is more consistent with the grammatical nature of gender in Old English.
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Appendix

- in recursive word-formation (246), source and target category noun

Affixation (4): aza (unaza), cempa (incempa), stecora (forestecora), (ge)wita (unwita)

Compounding (236): begenga (eardbegenga, landbegenga), bcvna (farbenga, fricbenga, fulwhibenga), bigenga 1 (eordbigena, foelbigena, rodbigena), boda (zxboda, brydboda, gebyrboda, ecdboda, heahboda, nydboda, sxcdboda, spellboda, wibboda), bora (caerbora, canelbora, ceacbora, foerhbora, hornbora, leohbora, mundbora, rædbora, ræzhora, rodbora, segbora, scqrbora, strorbora, swcorbora, tacnbora, wegbora, wæpnbora, vigbora, wistnora, woaçbora, wrotbora), brytta (berebrytta, foladbrytta, hlaafbrytta, lincbrytta, wimcbrytta), cempa (efencempa, raedecempa, siecempa, worldcempa), cæftiga (drycræftiga, galdorcræftiga, heahcræftiga, rimcræftiga, scima, stæorcræftiga, tæorcræftiga, worldcræftiga), cuma (cwealdcuma, wicuma 1), cyupa 2 (mynetycupa), dæma (ealdorcema, heahcelma, heofondema, selfa, sigedema, unrihtdeama, wuroldcema, yfelcema), egesa (blædegesa, gledgesa, hlædegesa, ligggesa, mægdegesa, nihtegesa), fæza (gumfæza, herfæza, frexa (guaszfæza, hilaelfæza, sildfæza, wifgæza), fruma (dærfra, eadfruma, hildfirma, landfruma, leoffruma, leohfruma, lirfruma, ordfruma, tæoffruma, wæoffruma, wuroldfruma), gælsa (hyggælsa), giæfa (æggiæfa, eadgiæfa, foerhgiæfa, goldgiæfa, singgiæfa, wîlgiæfa), (ge)gilda (fræiggilda, heædegilda, myrcgilda, mædegilda), hægra (sundhægra), handægra, (rihthandægra), gehata (ciricha, dæzhata, leodhata, manhata, mymehaterhata, syldhatra), hunta (heahdeoawhunta, hwælhwunta), lata (dærdldata, hildlata), gelenda (inkenda, uclenda), lida (zælida, sumorlida 1, sumorlida 2, zœldla), melda (sttermeldra), myræra (bærmeryræra, macgréyræra, macgœyrræra, mænmyræra, ofyræra), ræsæra 1 (hererærsa, magorærsa), ricca (fìerrica, landrica, curendrica, wuroldrica), (ge)saca (andsaca, wicaca), sceæa (aorscæa, dolcæa, fæwscæa, folscæa, fyrnsceæa, gædscæa, heahscæa, hælscæa, leodscæa, lyfscæa, macscæa, niðscæa, sæscæa, synscæa, æortsceæa, æotsceæa, wæmæscæa), slæga (agenslaga, broçorslaga, fæderslaga, macgslag, manslaga, morsdslaga, morslägra), (ge)spreca (edwitsprecæ, foresprecæ, midsprecæ, ofersprecæ), stecora (scipsecora), swica (fæderswica, hlaezforswica, macswica), tilia (eorttilia), (ge)truma (folocluma, fyrdtruma, sildtruma), ðærara 1 (ofercærara, wuroldcærara), wæcla 2 (niedwæcla), webba (fricwebba), wiga (æscwiga, beornwiga, byrnwiga, fælswiga, garwiga, guawiga, lindwiga, rædwiga, randwiga, ruøwiga, sildwiga, ðæowiga, wæpenwiga), (ge)wina (ealdgewinna, ealdorgewinna, laezgewinna, medgewinna), wisa (brinwisa, campwisà, crætwisa, frydwisä, heafðwisë, herewisa, ilcedwisë, mængwisë, scrudwisë, wordwisë), (ge)wita (ækwita, burhwita, ealdwitæa, folcwita, fryntwita, geartwita, heawhtwita, lauhtwita, laczwita, leasgwita, leowita, redwitæa, ruoçwitæa, stzwita, ðæowita, uowita, wuroldwitæa), witega (geyrwitæega, tulgulwitæega)
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toxyme, tyge, décostre 1, déote, farhfeere 2, dyrne, unne, wæcwe, wæge 1, wæte, wite, wielle, wiðe, wiðe, wyrpe 1, wyrpe 2

—in recursive word-formation, source and target category noun

Affixation (139): flyge (anflyge), bryce (fullbryce, onbryce, wæmbryce), (ge)hrine (æthrine), grynde (afgrynge), gyte (ingyte, ongyte), ryne (sæferynne, odrynne, forðrynne, onrynne, toxynne, unrynne, uprynne, utrynne, ymbrynne), scipe (arodscape, broδorscape, burgscape, caxeyscape, cynescape, daarscape, deafolscipe, dolscipe, dransucenoscope, dryhtscipe, dwolscape, dyrnygelesscipe, ealdormscipe, ealdorscipe, ealdorscipe, edwistscape, eorlscape, eorlscape, folscipe, fraoscape, franscape, frecandscape, galscape, geapscape, (ge)leordscape, (ge)bodscape, (ge)berscape, (ge) corscape, (ge)ferscape, (ge)gaderscape, (ge)gildscape, (ge)huscape, (ge)sinscape, (ge)si:odecape, (ge)ciadescape, (ge)ciadescape, (ge)ciadescape, (ge)gryremiht, (ge)gryresi:, (ge)e:odecape, (ge)ncescape, gryrele:o, gryrehwi:l, gryrele:o

orslege, sa:rslege, slegeby:tl, sweordslege, wælgryre, we:stengryre, wi:ggryre, (gryremiht, gryrele:o)
ylgesearu, lygespell, lygewyrhta

fre:olsbryce, gri

Compounding (277): binde (wudabinde 1, wudabinde 2), bite (gristbite, la:biite, swordbite), bræde (brendapanne, lendenbraede, wearbræde), bryne (fiscbryne), ciele (cielewæte, cieleglec), cwide (scrwicide, caliendcwide, cwidiegicldi, folcwide, galdorcwide, gengcwide, gielcwide, headfolcwide, headcwide, Learcwide 1, hlocadocwide, hapswide, larcwide, lethrtercwide, lecwicwide, mæcelcwide, scrwicide, sallcwide, sciwicide, spellcwide, teoncwide, torricwide, warrcwide, worldcwide), cyme (gecamsynye, la:hcynye, he:ryne, hidercyne, hleodcorcynne, ongecynne, selacynne, ðidercynne, ðrymynne), cyre (cyrece, cyrelef), drepe (deacdrepe), dryne (fæ:rdryne), ece (fotece, headfocele, heartce, hpeheacnce, lendenece, siedece, to:cele, ðeo:che), feale (musfale), feæ: (fo:ccemapa, feçegang, feçegest, feçehero, feçehwarf, feçelast, feçemann, feçemand, feçewig), fleæ:ge (buterfleæ:ge, hundesfleæ:ge, morfleæ:ge), flo:de (citelflode, maerflode), flyge (flygepi:l), (ge)bryce 1 (æ:cibryce, bunbryce, brogbryce, burgbryce, ciricbryce, fastbenbryce, freolbryce, griðbryce, hasbryce, headfobryce, husbryce, la:hbryce, lenctenbryce, munbryce, regobryce, scibryce, stancbryce, wædbryce, wœrdbryce), gecwide (wordgcwide), feohite (foheithorn), (ge)enge: (2) (hntigenge), (ge)liihte (hiltecumbar, midhilte), (ge)hrine (handhrine), geære 2 (seggeræ:de), gewæ:ge (singernæ:ge), gywerpe (landgewyrape, sandgewyrape), gripe (fæ:rgripe, handgripe, mundgripe, nixgripe, ny:dgripe 1), gyre (fæ:rgyre, gyrebroga, gyregæst, gyregætwe, gyrehlweid, gyreloco, gyremht, gyresi:, gyrefach 2, hellegyre, heorhtgyre, hinsigsythe, leodbryce, wælgryre, wælgryre, wi:ggryre), gyte (blodgyte, gyteæ:o, gytestream, wætgryte), hryre 1 (leodbræce, liçhryne, niçhryne, wiçhryne), liçere (starliçere), lufe (earlufe), lyge 1 (lygeword, lygesaeru, lygespell, lygwyryhte), lyre (foe:lyne, landlyfe, lyfe, lyrewyre), miauge (ciumigæ, hundesmiçge), myne 1 (froendynynye, wi:fyne), ryne (blodryne, eftynne, eorðynne, gæ:ryne, ongecynne, rithryne, rynegeis, rynneæ:ç, rynewæ:n, sâpynne), scyfe (niçerscyfe), scyte (hæcscyce, hapscyce, wærerscyce), sige 2 (niçersige), slege 1 (broserslege, deac:delege, dældelege, ear:delege, geguslege, hearmslege, hear:price, man:delege, mor:erslege, sær:seglage, sleggeblt, swordslege, ðe:ofслage, ðun:seglage), slide (fæ:rslide), sliete 1 (folkslite, la:bslite, wyrmyslite), smiçhe (mynetsli, spreacce (go:dspreacce), steape (ordssteape, sletstæpe), stede (ascstede, bæ:stede, hæstede, bæ:stede, burgstede, burgstede, campstede, cwealmstede, deac:stede, eallstede, eardstede, eorðstede, folstede, gledstede, hamstede, heafostede, healstede, hlæðor:stede, hleowstede, hloomstede, hloomstede, hloomstede, lands:stede, mæcelstede, naerc:stede, myn:stede, generstede, plegostede, stedewang, stedewi:, sunstede, su:stede, treowstede, tunstede, ðingstede, wæ:ftungstede, wængstede, wærstede, wic:stede),
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